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ABSTRACT
Today’s technology has a strong tendency towards automation. As a matter of fact, the
tremendous improvement of science in the recent years brought new ideas regarding to
accelerate the scientific process that is not separated of automation. This paper also deals
with automation of manual tests that were used to analyze packet loss and packet loss
duration in a network. These two metrics were chosen based on their importance they have
in the communication technology, also based on the weak points that were found in the
manual processes. This experiment is done in the Ixia platform that was an appropriate test
bed to design an automation framework.
After a comprehensive research on network and communication we could choose packet loss
and packet loss duration as two important parameters that are under test several times per
day. Therefore, based on the properties that are used for automation, these two metrics had
the priority compare to other metrics. We could create a framework that works correspond to
the manual test process. For this purpose, Tcl programming language is used. The script that
was written with this high-level language can communicate with the graphical user interface,
configuring all the connected devices, measuring mentioned metrics and ultimately save the
result in a csv file.
Finally, we could reach to the main objective of this project which was to show how
positively automatic method can affect on the quality of test in terms of accuracy, time and
manpower saving.

Keywords: Test automation, Packet loss and packet
loss duration, network performance metrics, Ixia
testbed.
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CHAPTER1: INTRODUCTION
1.1)

Introduction:

Communication over the Internet is so common nowadays and has become an important part
of a network. As a matter of fact, Internet is known as the best IP network where IP is used
in order to send and receive messages between computers. Since population sharply
increases, the need to the internet becomes more day by day and it makes difficulties for
producers and developers to enhance the quality of communication.
Improvement of the Internet Protocol (IP) made it possible that IP becomes the most
challenging system foundation for telecommunication and transferring information. NextGeneration Network (NGN) is an example of IP-based multi-service and packet-based
network scheme which is able to administer telecom’s systems and give permission for
“multi broadband QoS-enabled transport technology” utilization [1] [2].
On the other hand, expectations of users must be considered, for instance clients require
quicker and better quality of voice during communication. Alongside the advancement of
telecommunication’s systems, new strategies created for estimation and assessment the
quality of services [3]. This rapid development creates a huge number of complexities within
networks which cause to think up how to reduce failures in a network coupled with
improving the system and quality of services. Nonetheless testing the network’s systems is
really time-consuming and expensive but is a way to protect them from probable problems.
All things considered, it would be a wise idea to change and automate the testing methods in
order to reduce their disadvantages and also speed up the configuration of systems in a
network. Quite recently, considerable attention has been paid to automation both for
hardware and software with the aim of maximizing the efficiency of testing. To give an
illustration of what does it mean by test automation, let’s look at a testing method which
calls Hardware-in-the-loop. HIL system is a simulator and able to test software and
electronic control units. In this method one or several ECU is connected to HIL and running
a simulation model which perform various type of tests and confirm whether ECU is valid or
not. HIL automatic test architecture consists of three main parts such as test management,
test implementation and test execution. The results of this automatic test showed some
significant advantages that being cost effective and saving time are two of them [4] [5].
Above all, even though test automation is not well developed and inclusive in different area
of science yet, but it is obvious that it has a brilliant roll in the future technologies. Test
automation can be considered as a new perspective in network and telecommunication’s
systems and will be studied and investigated in this project.

1.2) Test automation overview:
It is a long time that the idea of automation has sparked in minds and caused that we live in
an automated society nowadays, but still it is not well developed in many different areas of
science. Development of technologies is incredible fast and we believe this to be important
to speed up the ways of testing these technologies before being used by human, in order to
be sure about their performance and safety which are really considerable. For instance, if we
look at the world of IoT which performs an important role in technologies in order to make
the physical objects applicable, we will find out that they are error-prone. Smartphones are
good examples to show how an error can impress on the client’s satisfaction level which
leads to industry pest in terms of credit and economy. Reliability is one of the significant
factors that push a network organization to the higher levels of development and popularity
[6].
Whenever we talk about speed, automation is pointed. In fact, Automation is an idea to turn
from manual tests, which are sort of weak compare to the automatic ones. Higher speed of
automatic techniques caused automation play a significant and unique role in different
technologies. Since the manual ways have a limit capacity for evolution, automatic methods
1

can be an appropriate replacement. In fact, the growth of manual solutions toward softwaredriven ones can be called automation. In this project a new investigation on test automation
has been done.

1.3) Motivation:
Pondering in various inventions, shows that a strong reason was in the backbone of each of
them which motivated a researcher to put effort and struggle with the problems to fulfill
his/her ideas.
In this paper, the main aim is to automate the manual methods of testing packet loss and
packet loss duration while links between routers breaking and adding consecutively. Packet
loss and service disruption time are two substantial metrics in a network which can have a
direct and high effect on the quality of all types of communication. Therefore, it is really
necessary to testing them several times per day in order to check the behavior of them while
a sudden disconnection happens. This thesis topic is about IP network test automation which
can be divided in to two parts as follows: 1. test criterions of IP network 2. Automation.

1.4) Aims and objective:
This project is chosen as my master thesis which is 30 credits and a 6 months’ course. In this
thesis work, main focus is on the test automation within a network and assessing whether it
is possible to automate testing methods of IP network or not. There are several numbers of
metrics which must be tested and controlled in order to validate IP network and its services.
The aim here is to learn and categorize these metrics in order to find relevant testing methods
and develop them toward automation if possible.
Generally, aims and objectives are as follows:
1. Learning about IP network testing and test automation.
2. Improving IP Network verification methods.
3. Research and comparison academic and industry leading findings in IP network test
automation.
4. Identify various improvements based on findings and design a test automation
framework for IP Networks
5. Decreasing the probability of failures in IP network testing by upgrading the level
of different tests.

1.5) Research questions:



1. Which IP network metrics are more suitable to be tested automatically?
2. How to automate manual testing techniques of packet loss and packet loss duration
in the Ixia environment?
3. How much finer time resolution can we get through test automation of packet loss
and packet loss duration?
4. How many man hours per day can be saved through test automation of packet loss
and packet loss duration in the Ixia platform?
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1) Related work:
The main aim of each industry is to provide better products with higher quality, but what
makes them successful, is the process of preparing a product. These processes must consume
less time as possible and provide more reliability in order to be beneficial. Automation is a
great idea to meet these goals.
There were many different researches on test automation which give a clear clue for creating
new automation frameworks. Based on the researches, for different goals of automation,
various models were made. In this paper, main goal is to automating the methods of IP
network performance testing. As mentioned in the introduction part, network is one the welldeveloped and biggest technology in the world. For such popular technology, a huge amount
of probing must be done. In this section you will find a summary of those researches which
are related to automation but differ in metrics, used tools and processes.
In paper [7] a test automation framework is provided which is based on UML models and
FTD. FTD refers to first-test development which describes an immediate test on the
automation systems improvement and has this capability to be a patronage for test
automation. To some extent, it is always a challenge that an automated method follows
manual test steps one by one. This means that all the individual phases of a manual test such
as preparation, configuration, execution and reporting have to work successively in an
automated one. But this is still a challenge and the reason that researchers are trying to
develop automation and build a framework to improve this issue. The framework that was
created in this project contains of those four mentioned stages that shows there is still a wide
space to develop automation and bring new ideas inside it in order to have a better process
for different projects with higher quality [8] [9].
Automation can be applied in different project and technology with the same aims. Also it
can be seen from different aspects, such as how much an automation method is strong for
different technology and can be applied for various areas of science. Recently, several
authors worked on automation but [10] have proposed a new theory about automation for
having a smart house. In this project they thought about controlling home automatically by
having IoT technology. They believe that by having a smart home many factors can be
positively reduced such as consuming energy and time for setting up electronic elements as
well as incertitude of human about the functionality of different instruments at home. For
this purpose, they used Labview which is It is the Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation
Workspace where they could do graphical programming. A database of the results obtained
from physical measurements were created and used during the program execution. Based on
this project, we can observe by having a suitable automation platform we can reach to a
strong and functional automatic system that is really effective on daily life [11] [12].
Coming to test automation, as reported by [13], they tried to automate climacteric space
software test cases. They believe that these kinds of test are very complicated since they
should guarantee the quality of services. Therefore, they presented a technical specification
validation framework that design test methods correspond to the manual procedure. This
framework is applicable for SCSW that performs on the Meteosat Third Generation [14]. In
this paper TSVF is described with 2 main segments which are core and a series of drivers.
For each of the test bench part, there is a driver that connects it to the core of framework via
an interface and dispatch the tele commands to the test bench components whereas sending
saved data of test bench to the framework. With this technical specification validation
framework they were able to run the complete space software test process and investigating
the result based on four different classifications.
3

As I said before, still many technologies need to develop automation techniques because of
ambiguities that are not yet solved. For example, for functionality of feeder automation of
distribution automation system these obscurities is a challenge that in this paper [15] they
tried to go deep through the problem and solving it by proposing a simulated test method that
is able to gird the performance of this automation system of diffusing power. Feeder
automation is the main subordinate of the mentioned system and can enhance network
services by reacting on time when a problem occurs, as well as decreasing power failure.
However, there were no clear standards to investigate how secure and reliable these tests are,
since there were seen some shortcomings while running such tests. The introduced
simulation test method is very beneficial for constructors who focus on distribution
automation system because being cheaper and trustier.
The most interesting approach to this issue has been proposed by [16] where they provided
an automation architecture for the “Bayesian Network based test case prioritization” for a
software that is developed by Java [17]. Mechanism of this architecture is in the way that can
save and send all the important data to the BN and then record the result of BN progress to
run the real test cases based on their priority. In this work and in related references it was
observed that testing is quite expensive, hence it should be considered preference is with
which test cases and how we can get the most valuable and reliable result from the test [16]
[18].
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2.2) BACKGROUND STUDY
What is automation?
Automation is a technology that can refer to different approaches and shows a self-reliable
procedure. If we move deep into the test automation, we will see that there are some reasons
which really worth that professions spend on automating. “Test automation” is the
considered aspect in this project. In fact, by automation we can have a superseded for manual
processes. Based on the definition which is found in the dictionary, automation is the use of
machines and technology to make processes run on their own without manpower. Therefore,
any automatic test has some advantages which motivate industries to think about automation.

2.2.1) Automation concept and procedure
In this section I will describe that what is test automation and how it can be created step by
step.
General approaches to test automation are GUI testing and API Driven testing. The
automation framework for graphical user interface testing is in the way to generate all the
user interface events and checking if the program is working fine but for API driven a
programming interface is needed in the framework in order to test the application
functionality and collecting the result. API driven approach is the one which is used in this
project.
The process of turning manual test methods to automatic is test automation that provides
impressive benefits. Time saving, cost effective, higher quality, accurate result, less error in
the tests which normally caused by human are the most important reasons to thinking about
automation [19]. For example, for testing any kind of software it is all the time a big
challenge that how to be sure if there is enough time to proceed the test while obtaining
correct results specially in complex ones [20].
Generally, for automation we should follow a unique cycle. In the graph below you see the
this process clearly:

Figure 1: General Automation Process
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Based on the automation cycle and before starting the automation and this specific process
[21], first step is to find out what should be automated. This is the important part of any
automation since we should be sure, based on the automation reasons, if it worth to automate
any test case or not. Here, the question is, based on which reasons we should decide for
automation? For instance, for testing IP network performance; there are many different test
cases which should be under control in order to provide a better functional network. In that
case, for automating a test case two different things must be considered, first, the most
important IP network metrics which is the basis of the network performance and second are
factors below which are weak points of a manual test methods:
•
•
•

Time consuming and expensive tests.
Tests which must be run several times in a short period.
Hard, tiresome and ad hoc basis manual tests.

Automatic methods have bigger test coverage and higher speed while probability of error is
less. In fact, manual tests can’t be as reliable as automatic ones. This is because human being
and humanity power is not that strong to prevent of being error prone. Therefore, benefits of
automation bring technology towards itself.
For having powerful automation test methods, a correct plan should be designed which let us
to fulfill the automation process. After choosing the right test cases for automation and
making a plan, the main automation process will be designed; therefore, we refer to general
automation procedure as is shown in the figure 1:
1. Select a suitable tool.
2. Creating the framework.
3. Proof of concept.
4. Test development and execution.
5. Result analysis.
Automation tool play the main role in the process. Different factors are important for
selecting a tool to automate a test method but before checking the factors we should be sure
about the budget we have to spend for the tool and automation. The factors that help us to
decide to choose an automation tool can be as follow:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

If the tool is OS or it is not free.
If we have permission to use automation feature of the tool, by checking the license.
It should be clear if we have whether a web or desktop application.
Application’s testing requirement must be precipitant by the tool.
Tool should be understandable.
Tool must be able to report the result.

And ultimately it is really considerable to see if automation tool is supported on the GUI.
The environment that we automate a test should be very nimble to have this capability to
investigate various criteria of a test case. Therefore, it is very considerable point for test
automation to apply an appropriate test platform that allows us to create a comprehensive
automation framework.
In this thesis project, Ericsson Company provides IXIA as the tool for automation which is a
desktop base and development license tool which supports TCL programming language.
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2.2.2) Automation framework
When we talk about framework, in fact we point to a set of rules, standards and protocols
that create a trellis for complicated tasks. Hence, for automation, one step is to create a
suitable framework to ease the process toward success. It implies that, test automation
framework is really necessary as it provides support for automated test for different software.
There are several frameworks for STAF such as Module Based Testing Framework, Library
Architecture Testing Framework, Data Driven Testing Framework, Keyword Driven Testing
Framework, Hybrid Testing Framework and Behavior Driven Development Framework. For
this project we created a hybrid framework that will be explained in the methodology
section.

2.2.3) Proof of Concept
Proof of concept means a prototype of our task before starting the main work. Automation
testing POC is very important because will confirm that if it is possible to automate a
specific task or not.

2.2.4) Development and experiment
By having successful results from PoC stage, we can focus on the main goal and start our
automation.

2.2.5) Report the result
The most significant property that automated test method should provide is to save and
report the results of tests. Based on the automation tool there are different ways of reporting.
With Ixia testbed we could manage this task by using command lines that are able to save
results in a csv file.

2.2.6) Ixia test bed and simulation platform

Ixia is a huge company over the world with contribution of 25 countries. It is a plenary test
and simulation platform which gives this possibility to do complex testing on highspeed/capacity routers and switches including 10/100 Mbps Ethernet, Ethernet Gigabit,
10/40/100 Gigabit Ethernet in networks as well as providing visibility and security solutions
for those who provide telecommunication services and network equipment manufactures.
Network enterprises applying IXIA to design, configure and validate a wide range of wired,
Wi-Fi, and 3G/4G networking equipment and networks. There are several services that can
be provided by Ixia in order to do network analysis. For instance, in [22] an investigation is
described where a 100 Gigabit Ethernet Ixia ports (optixia) for IP packet performance testing
are used and connected to the ports of router owned by other companies with a 100Gb/s trans
receiver in order to analyze the co-operation of several communication products with the
high GE. It was a successful project which could define the whole process of communication
with OTN.
In Ixia we have chassis, IxExplorer software, load modules, program, and optional
programming languages such as Tcl, Perl and Python. Ixia has the capability to design
solutions for automating IP network tests. In fact, what is really important for test
automation is that a test bed provides an API in order to do programming. Ixia provides two
different ways for automation via programming [23]:
7

I.

Test composer
It is available in IxNetwork GUI, which ease the script development toward
automation by a direct connection to all the DUTs via telnet to incorporate their
configuration and results collection into a single script. In the picture below you can
see the user interface of test composer where a user can create main procedure by
choosing appropriate types of command step by step:

Picture 1
II.

Tcl API
Another way to create a script is using a code source editor and apply the code by
“hlt-init” console. HLT application user interface is a feature provided by Ixia that
makes it possible to show the functionality of the code. In fact, it is an API for “High
Level Tcl” script for users those who aim to automate all the process of a network
traffic faster and easier. Indeed, lower level Ixia’s API can be hidden by high level
one. A high-level Tcl language can work almost independently of a particular type of
computer, therefore, there is more possibility to run real tests with them.

2.2.7) IP network metrics performance and priority
Since this project is about automation in the area of network and telecommunication, here, a
short description is provided about IP network characteristics.
If, just having a look around, we notice that how network technologies have developed and
how many users demanding for better and faster services. These client’s requisitions cause
that seeking for faster ways to improve telecommunications services in different aspects such
as speed, quality, security and etc. One way is to preventing the expected problems that can
happen. Hence, the performance of the network must be assessed continually. There are
various networks available that are under measurement based on different IP network
performance metrics (IPPM). Due to this variety and dissimilarity among network’s systems,
measuring IP network performance metrics such as packet delay, packet loss, jitter,
bandwidth, etc.., is not an easy work. For decreasing problems of such measurement,
different methods and mechanisms were created. For instance, one method in mobile and
dissimilar wireless networks is to having a Multihomed Mobile Router (MMR) as an
intermediate between mobile nodes and base station in order to analyzing the IP network
performance instead of mobile nodes which decrease the energy usage, huge amount of
8

traffic overhead. In fact, reduction of signal messages and injected testing traffic is the
reason that can be found how beneficial this method is. Protocol of this method is an EndTo-End multipath that contains three links which are mobile nodes to MMR, MMR to
external base stations and external base stations to correspond hosts. In this mechanism
mobile nodes can receive tested performance metrics regardless of measurement
functionality [24] [25] [26]. In the other word, Network’s generation is getting updated
rapidly and having a high level of knowledge, can ease the way of optimizing and guessing
their future performance. One way to gathering more information regarding a network is to
have ongoing analysis on it based on different aspects to find the reasons of network defects.
Impacts of backhaul packet delay or latency, packet loss and delay variation on the long term
evolution S1-U interface are some issues which cause impairments in a network. In fact,
these three metrics have a strong effect on the network functionality [27]. Data packets move
through an appropriate network’s path which is selected during a routing process. The word
appropriate refers to those paths with less failure risk probability. FINR or fast IP network
recovery is a way that can be applied when some impairment occurs in a network. It is able
to confirm a packet delivery as well as controlling other metrics of IP network such as delay,
bandwidth, load, reliability and security. In general, any network disruption, loss of
connectivity and low capacity to carry rerouted traffic are considered as network failures.
Since FINR can get a backup of the network before any transactions, after a sudden problem,
it recovers the system and reroute packets within a very short time by using the saved
information which leads to a new routing configuration. A common protocol for routing data
exchanging is border gateway that is useable among internet service providers [28].
We can observe that the huge scale of current networks is growing each day and it makes it a
serious issue to predict the new upcoming challenges. Based on different researches and
analysis that were done on telecommunication areas it is visible that packet loss has a really
unique role [29]. In fact, in such technology, main concern is to making a good connection
between whether people or devices. In order to provide this service, information must travel
across the links between devices. In the network, data,are in the form of packet and we are
witness of a huge amount of packet transactions per day. Packet loss means unsuccessful
transactions of data packets in a network between source and destination which lead to a
disconnection. Any failure in the mentioned link including link break, disability to carry
packets (links stand in full capacity) and etc. can cause a packet drop [30]. Hence, this is
substantial that how much is the service disruption time after each packet drop.

2.2.8) Automation in network technology
Coming to the networking and telecommunications services, it is noticeable that automation
is stepping in the communication world. Recent researches show that experts in network
technologies realized how automation pushed IT toward success especially in case of
software aspect [31]. Even, it can be seen that IT engineers put effort on creating a model
which can be really comprehensive for being applicable to be used in different parts of
information technology such as Web and windows UI, database, middle tier service and so
on such as ITAF [32] which refers to an IT module-based automation framework.
Hereupon, it is really crucial to discover new techniques to speed up the computation and
measurement in a network. Automation as a great way can has significant impacts on the flow
of efficiency and productivity improvement for telecommunication systems. Automation is
not apart from virtualization. With the augmentation of virtual technology, information
technology tried to substitute automation techniques for manual processes in most of the IT
software/hardware components and servers, while in network technologies still manual
methods must be used for configuration, propagation and provisioning of their data centers
which is tiresome and leads to human error.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Methodology is one of the main parts of each research work. Without having an appropriate
methodology, we will never be able to run a project towards the desired goals. This section
of my dissertation will show the broad view of the work process and describe that how this
thesis was conducted. In general, in this thesis project three steps were followed which are
defined below:

3.1) Literature review
To start any new project, we need to obtain information from previous researches and
different references in order to get a clear idea of the topic and looking to it from different
approaches. Since this project is a combination of different science areas, I had a wide
literature perusal on it from available and related references and articles. In fact, in this step,
I could reach to a better understanding about network and IT sciences that how they could
come along with together for recent developments.
In the telecommunication world, vendors focus on the quality of network. This matter
originated from two important reasons that are noting but improving network functionality
and increasing the customers. Therefore, detecting failures and solving them can be
considered as prerequisites for telecommunication system development. Thus a series of
tests should be performed to control the network in terms of different metrics. On the other
hand, this is required to pay more attention on the high priority network criteria. Hence it is
always important to have a classification of routing metrics where we have categorize of all
the criteria. In 2007, three students in Switzerland had a successful research on this issue. In
fact, based on the result of their survey, environmental and network-immanent are two main
routing impressive factors which consist of different metrics. These two factors differ in case
of how they are connected to a network. For instance, when we talk about nodes and their
mobility we are pointing to an environmental factor that effect on routing metrics but is not
directly related to a network while network-immanent is vice versa.
Based on our research question, it is required to find out those IP network metrics that we
face difficulty to test them manually. Generally, among all the IP metrics, we found that
some of them are more crucial and considerable. To describe, there are sixteen significant
metrics that seem their performance has an extreme effect on network functionality. These
metrics are noting but agility, availability, bandwidth, duplicate packet, integration, latency,
packet delay, packet disordering, packet loss, packet loss duration, resilience, scalability,
security, stability, speed and throughput.
Even though all the mentioned metrics are almost in same level of stress and importance but
each telecommunication company consider some of these metrics more crucial to test based
on the services that they provide. Also, despite being nable to automate manual tests for all
those sixteen metrics, but there are some conditions which show that a manual test method
should be eligible to be automated.
Based on the demands of company that I did this project and collected information from
literature review, this project focused on two very important packet loss and packet loss
duration metrics. In essence, communication can be stablished in a proper way when all the
data packets pass the link between source and destination therefore any failure in this
transmission have a direct effect on the quality of the services.
In order to being sure if chosen metrics can are the most appropriate ones, an interview was
performed in Ericsson with experts that is more explained in the next part.
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3.2) Interview with experts and data collection
It is obvious that there are several different ways to get in to a topic therefore a good start
point lead to finalizing project with better results in shorter time. In addition, it is crucial to
investigate and consider all the approaches and possible ways of a single topic.
After the literature review part, it became clear to me that this topic has a very vast area of
definition in both parts of test automation and IP network. In addition, I realized that for any
test automation we have to choose suitable test platform and test metrics. Thus, I prepared a
questionnaire in order to have interview with experts to direct the topic in the right way.
Based on the interview, I realized that, in a big telecom company it is very important to be
sure about the quality of their communication services. Therefore, they should have
appropriate test methods with high accuracy in order to check their services repetitively
while considering different metrics. Among the IP network metrics which were mentioned in
the literature review section, what was really important in this unit of company and were
demanding to find better and faster test solution for them were packet loss and packet loss
duration.
In fact, what is doing manually is to deleting and adding links between different ports of a
network to see how is the effect of packet loss and packet loss duration to find out how it is
possible to improve the power of a network to prevent system disruption as much as
possible. Since this test is really important, inevitable and should be repeated several times
per day, it is valuable to have an automated method to save time and having more reliable
result.
In this questionnaire, I asked them to rank these sixteen metrics based on their importance
and the number of times that do manual test to measure them per day. This questionnaire is
attached in appendix.
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3.3) Experiment and development
Here in this section, you will find all the information about the procedure that was followed
in order to fulfill this project. As mentioned before and based on the interview result, we had
Ixia as our test platform in this automation. The main work was done on a network topology
of two Ixia ports which were connected via two routers as shown in figure 2:

Figure 2: Network topology

The main purpose is to automate all the process of creating topology and traffic,
configuration, execution (to make the links up and down) and generating the result in order
to see the behavior of packet loss and packet loss duration and investigating system
disruption.
In this topology all the devices are physically connected and traffic is running between two
ixia ports while passing routers. Also the communication between routers which connected
Ixia`s ports, is via layer one switch.
In fact, including this part of methodology was not possible without having first two steps.
3.3.1) Testbed and simulation platform
For the development we started using our test bed and it’s GUI. In order to learn
about Ixia platform, I used Ixia black books and references which were available, as
well as those were provided by Ericsson and Ixia webpage. Unfortunately references
were limited and sometimes I needed to have contact with Ixia support which was
really time-consuming to receive the answer.
We started by learning how to apply Ixia test bed for manual tests and looking for
available ways of automation. As described about how to select a tool, we
understood that it is really important to know how to use the available tool and
running it via its specific GUI. For this purpose, I used IxNetwork GUI of Ixia.
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3.3.2)

IxNetwork GUI

In this section graphical user interfaces are described. Basically two different
interfaces of IxNetwork were used in order to create the traffic and apply the code
and automate the manual test respectively.
IxNetwotk GUI [33] is the main interface, where it is possible to create and run the
traffic manually. There are different graphical user interfaces that allow us to
communicate and controlling the created traffic with Ixia. IxNetwork is a high
performance GUI that provided by Ixia to makes it possible to generate, configure
and run traffic for different networks to check the execution of the highspeed/capacity switches and routers on port-CPU-based test modules of
Ixia.IxNetwork is able to investigate a large amount of traffic including millions of
network connectivity, routers, hosts and etc. ultimately, it is possible to save and
report plenary data of protocol status as well as result of network performance for
different metrics. Features that are provided by this GUI are GUI Framework,
Enhanced Port Management, Traffic Wizard, Test Composer, Enhanced Statistics
Reporting, Log View Window, Application Traffic, Quick Tests, Flow Tracking,
Capture Settings, Analyzer and Data Miner.
This GUI framework shows a sub window that allows us to configure the ports and
protocols traffic for Layer 2 and 3. In the picture below you can see the Ixnetwork
GUI framework:
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Picture 2
This picture shows the default IxNetwork GUI where traffic is made after physical
connection. In fact, all the manual process can be conducted via default IxNetwork
GUI. Also there is another IxNetwork GUI that is an interface for high level TCL
language in a addition to the default IxNetwork GUI and gave us this opportunity to
do automation in Ixia.
In the rest of this section we tried to define how the experimental part was setup:
3.3.3) Manual Traffic configuration and test execution
After we got familiar with the test environment and learned about its functionality it
was time go through the manual process of test. This is because automatic methods
are an alternative for manual ones and they should work correspond to manual test
process. It is thus essential to know completely about each step of manual procedure.
By having a vast knowledge and being aware of the details exist in manual methods
we are able to plane for automating them in the right way.
Here is a brief explanation of what is done and happening while running the
mentioned tests manually:
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3.3.4) Physical connection
Physical connection is the first step to create a network. Based on the intended
network that must be created, a topology should be followed to know how to connect
network hardware as well as using appropriate cables in order to activate
communication among them. Here, as it is shown in the figure** all the elements
such as routers, Ixia ports and Calient switch are connected to each other with fiber
cable in the way that routers are placed between Ixia and calient. Reason thet we
chose Fiber cables is that they have higher security, faster speed, less signal loss and
greater bandwidth, therefore it has higher priority to be used in telecommunication
networks.

Picture 3
For this project, connection was already made in the Ericsson lab and I continued
outright with the manual tests.

3.3.5) Adding Ixia switch and routers ports
In order to have remote control on the network and Ixia platform, a logical
connection must be created with the GUI provided by Ixia. As I explained, one of
the features on this GUI is IxNetwork Port Management that we could use to add
and assign physical ports for our network topology. This feature allows us to prepare
topology for configuration on different units of this network system to be sure about
their functionality. For this purpose, we should use “Add ports” option and choosing
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ports of the specific Ixia card that are in our ownership and already connected
physically in the lab environment.
This is possible because, IxNetwork, which is run by the computer under use, is
connected to the chassis of Ixia through a network connection to the management
port on the chassis.
In fact, we should connect DUT ports to the Ixia chassis and also selecting type of
cable after adding the ports. It is important to get the ownership of the ports which
we are going to connect. We can check ports availability in the chassis pan and make
sure that the ownership is with us. Accordingly, IxNetwork will automatically log us
in using the local host name configured on the PC, thus it uses the name and number
of ports to identify them as being reserved for our monopolized use. Also type of
cables should be set as fiber.
Picture below shows the overall view of the Ixia physical connection.

Picture 4
Now we can continue to create traffic and start transmitting data.

3.3.6) Create and run traffic
Coming to traffic wizard option, with this feature we can create millions of traffic
flows both for basic and advanced level to validate the functionality of our simulated
networks and hosts. Based on what was desired and requested we needed to create a
traffic between routers and ports to enable network for transmitting data. In this
project I had to create a L2-3 traffic which contains flow traffic items. This is also
possible to select our traffic item by clicking on “Add L2-3 traffic”. The procedure
of creating traffic is as follow:
1) Choosing endpoints which are ports 10 and 13 of Ixia on card one.
2) Implementation of QoS and set it on TOS.
3) Setting up the flow group with source and destination endpoint pair, Rx ports, Frame
size and IPv4.
4) Frame setup. It should be fixed with size of 64 increment bytes.
5) Rate setup.
6) Flow tracking in order to set the track and flow of traffic by traffic items and flow
group which we set in step 3.
And ultimately we should review the traffic and validate it. Now, we are able to run
the traffic by pressing on “run traffic”.
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3.3.7) Adding and breaking the links
Packet loss and packet loss duration are two challenging metrics in a network which
can show how much a network service is reliable. The purpose of this work is to
measure these metrics to see how this system is reacting when a sudden hindrance or
disturbance happen while traffic is running. To create such an unexpected situation,
the links between routers must change from up to down and vice versa intentionally
for several times, to browse the behavior of network. Therefore, a telnet connection
to Calient is needed via an external terminal to send the adding and deleting
commands. Accordingly, it is not possible to leave the test since these commands
should be sent for several times to compare the results of each time that links are up
or down.
Calient switch is an optical circuit which can act as a TL1 and is used by OSS in
order to control the NE and all the related resources. Mechanism of the Calient
switch is based on ASCII codes and had a significant improvement in the recent
years in telecommunication and network branches.
In fact, transaction language one is a cross-vendor CLI that has appropriate syntax
and command usable by machines or human. In order to connect to this switch, we
can use telnet and the serial number of it over the Ethernet or the serial interface port
in the command line interface and get the access. One of the advantages of this
switch is that we can have eight connectivity and sessions at the same time. We can
connect to the Calient with the following command: telnet 192.168.110.13
3082/3083. 3082 and 3083 are two port numbers that differ in functionality. With
port 3082 we cannot interact with the TL1 agent and receive the agent prompts at the
console. Also this mode can be selected to execute automated scripts but online help
is not available for it. We used port 3083 which on the contrary to port 3083, can be
selected for individual configuration or provisioning as well as enabling us to
interact with the TL1 agent through the console, and receive prompts and messages.
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Picture 5
Picture 5 shows the connection mechanism to the Calient:

3.3.8) Create CSV file of result
IxNetwork is able to keep the statistical result of the traffic flow, therefore, later,
after the test is done, it is possible to create the csv file of the data with the provided
option.
You can see how it is possible to generate CSV file manually in the picture below:
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Picture 6
In this window, we are able to filter the snapshot based on traffic items. As you can
see, I chose packet loss and packet loss duration. This action must be done several
times to get the result of traffic items based on the network situation which is really
tiresome and time consuming while it can be also impossible to get the results at the
exact time that we want.
So far, we could understand how the manual process is actually works and we could
see what we really expect from an automated process. As described in the previous
pages, it is obvious that how much a person should be careful to fulfill these kinds of
tests and how much time must be elapsed to gain to a reliable result. Therefore, as a
human, we can never gainsay that we will not be tired or we are not error prone,
rather, scientific histories show that even well experienced experts made mistakes.
These risks of making error can happen more in those time that fatigue of a person
effect on his/her concentration and consciousness.
After having a look on the whole flow of manual test, it is time to see how we are
able to turn to automatic way of doing same test. To start, I decided to find out how I
can use Ixia platform for this goal.
n the next section, there is a short summarize of available ways of automation within
Ixia test bed.
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3.4)

Available methods for automation in Ixia test bed

All above, was a step that prepared us to move in to the automation areas for such kinds of
tests. Moreover, we could get a general concept of automation. Ixia provides following ways
to do automation:
I.
Test composer
Test composer as a plug in integrated into IxNetwork GUI lets users create multi-step and
complex test scripts and is accessible by pressing test composer option placed on the
IxNetwork GUI.
By applying this feature, we are able to have several connections to different devices which
are under test at the same time and configure them with a variety of protocol interfaces:
Telnet, TL1, SSH1/SSH2/SSHAuto, CmdTool, TclSh, Raw, IxEmail, COM, SNMP, Syslog,
CSVAnalyzer, Reporter, and Packet Decoder. Also it allows to branching our script flow
based on a step result evaluation.
Picture below shows the graphical user interface of test composer that based on the current
working mode whether edit or debug, TestComposer GUI provides access to different views
and controls in order to support these working modes.
In fact, test composer provide all the programming feasibility but the important thing is to
have all the permission in order to be able to use it.

Picture 7

II.

ScriptGen and developing script
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In the previous section, we talked about test composer which could provid a vast capability
to do programming and automation. Unfortunately, lack of appropriate license didn’t let us
to move forward with test composer and we had to find another way to carry out this project.
Therefore, we designed a new technique for continuing this process with ScriptGen option
and programming. Mechanism of the ScriptGen is in the way that by running a Tcl script, a
communication channel with the remote CRE (composer runtime env) host will be opened
by client host to runs the ix_tc:: commands and rest of the Tcl code is executed locally.
ScriptGen option let us to generate a TCL script whether from a manual traffic that we
created or program we wrote via test composer. In this part, due to the test composer licence
problem, we decided to create our desired traffic manually and generate a Tcl script of it via
ScriptGen. Accordingly, we can describe our general project steps as below:
1. Create manual traffic.
2. Generating Tcl script of manual process.
3. Develop the script based on requirements.
With these three steps a novel method was created to automate mentioned test methods.
Based on the general framework of the automation cycle, after building our automation
framework we can derive POS to check if it is possible to automate any step of our manual
process or not, with available ways provided by Ixia.

3.5) Proof of concept
Based on the general cycle of automation, after being sure about the chosen tool and also
apperceive the manual procedure completely, automatic model for the test can be designed in
the way that be correspond to the manual test and fulfill the requirements. By creating a
model, it also should be possible to make a POC before starting automation. In fact, we
should be able to confirm that the idea will work.
As mentioned before, purpose is to automate the tests of packet loss and service disruption
between two ports of Ixia which are connected via two routers. Apart from the whole test
process, connection to Calient and changing the mode of links can be considered as the main
part of project. Therefore, I found it significant to prove the idea of automating this stage.
Hence, I started with a network topology which contains just Ixia and Calient switch. In this
network routers are omitted and just two ports of Ixia communicating with each other by
connecting to the Calient switch.
In the manual process we use telnet remote connection to Calient, therefore a script should
be created in order to send this telnet request which requires an appropriate API. The first
way that I tried was to use test composer GUI which is accessible inside the Ixnetwork GUI.
Test Composer is a trait of IxNetwork which allow users to create assembled, high
performance and multi-step test scripts that is able to connect to all the DUTs with different
technics such as telnet and SSH. Thus, it is possible to configure devices and develop the
code to investigate whole network traffic procedure. Referring to the background session, for
creating an automatic test we should be sure if the tool has appropriate license and gives all
the automation possibility. The environment that I worked didn’t have Telnet and SSH
license and due to this reason I was not able to continue with test composer.
Since there was no license for telnet and also no other alternative to connect to Calient via
test composer I had to apply another API and other way to connect to switch.
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Ultimately, I used Not++ editor to create a script. In order to connect to Calient, instead of
telnet, socket programming was a good replacement. In essence, by setting a channel I could
open a connection between IxNetwork GUI and Calient switch.
Below, you can see the command line that was written to create a socket and opening a
channel to the Calient switch:
➢ set chan [socket 10.64.213.9 3083]

In the fisrt line a connection was made by providing Calient switch IP address and
port number.
➢ fconfigure $chan -buffering line
➢ puts $chan "act-user::EINadmin:::ein***;"
By using above command lines, request to the Calient can be sent. “actuser::EINadmin:::ein” is to get access to the Calient. Functionality of act-user
command is to login to the Calient. In general, “ACT-USER: Login” command allow
a valid user to login to switch and change the default setting. EINadmin is the valid
Ericsson ID that is used to get access.
➢ gets $chan
Socket programming was a successful way to do a remote control on Calient switch. While
Ixia is properly connected to the switch changing the setting and mode of links is possible.
Other requests can be sent to the switch by repeating the socket commands and substituting
the desired command in “put $chan “xxx” line.
The result of POC stage was that automation of this end to end task is successful, therefore it
worth to continuo this automation.

3.6) Test automation framework
Automation framework is a crucial step that acts as a trellis to create automation method
which contains main test process stages such as configuration, execution and saving the
result. A framework can be a single frame or a blend of several frameworks to be more
functional. Based on the available platform, I created a Hybrid framework [34] which is a
combination of different frames. In this framework I used two technics which are linear and
structure scripting framework.
To design an automation framework, first the manual procedure must be investigated.
According to the section 1.3 where manual process is described, by having a full physical
connection, IxNetwork GUI provides this opportunity to create the whole manual test. By
having it in mind, first step of the framework must be a connection to the IxNetwork GUI
where the rest of the test can be created.

Below you see the overall steps of this automation framework:
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Figure 3: Automation framework
As it is shown in the figure this Hybrid framework is a series of all the manual steps which
has been developed by TCL scripting.
Before starting to write TCL program, it was a wise way to use “ScriptGen” option. As
mentioned before, in IxNetwork Gui. “ScriptGen” is a feature that user is able to generate a
TCL or Perl script after creating a program within test composer or creating the manual
traffic. Forasmuch as using test composer was not allowed, using ScriptGen was possible by
creating the traffic manually. Using ScriptGen means that we could create a linear
framework which was quite useful for our purpose. This generated TCL script can be run
automation client host such as Linux, Unix and windows with a TCL interpreter.

Picture below shows the automation deployment Topology:
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Picture 8
For any TCL script execution we must have some following deployment configurations:
• First it requires to hosts the Composer Runtime Environment (CRE)
Component with a Windows machine that is able to execute the ix_tc::* commands
contained in the Tcl code files.
• A client host Tcl machines in order to run generated Tcl script via a Tcl console
application. In this ptoject we used HLT-API console.
Whenever we run the created Tcl commands, a communication channel with the remote
CRE host will be opened by the client host to run all the ix_tc:: codes.
In general the structure that is followed by ScriptGen is as below:
• Global test variables definition
• Specific instruction to source the binary file which is generated
• Declaration of script input arguments by a specific section
• Declaration of the system events that are to be processed locally by the Tcl script
• Tcl code corresponding to the manual test steps
• An ix_tc code portion in order to make connection and disconnection to the CRE
component at the start and stop point of the test.

By having information above, we realized that we can automate almost half of our
test by using ScriptGen and creating a linear framework.
All the script can be found in appendix 1.
Based on the definition of a linear framework we could record and run some parts of
test automatically. But it was not enough and still we needed to develop this script in
order to get the required results.
Therefore We will make the following steps:
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I.

Connect to Tcl Server

By having the script of the configuration for devices and also our traffic, we needed an
interface in order to have remote access to the Ixia to develop and send the commands.
Therefore, Another IxNetwork GUI in used in the Ixia platform which calls IxNetwrok TCL
server, where user can have this remote control on devices and apply an automatic test
method by creating a high level Tcl script. Apparently there is no difference between
IxNetwork and IxNetworkTCLserver GUI but in the second one, user can send the requests
to devices by specific code, but the challenge was how to connect to this server
automatically. Thus, I applied a protocol server that calls IxTclHaL API.
This interface is for Ixia implementation of the Cisco High Level Tcl Application
Programming which makes it possible to use Cisco test technicians that can configure Ixia
test equipment and software. This interface is self-contained package and we can apply the
whole library by using a tcl command which is ‘package require’ to use the Ixia HLTAPI
calls and also it is distributed from a link of the ATS Web site. After creating the script, we
should run it in this console interface and we are able to see the traffic flow in the
IxNetworkTcl server GUI.
The script below was creatied to fulfill the first step of automation framework:

$::ixnHLT_log "TEST CODES*****"
set chassis {10.64.213.40}
set tcl_server 10.64.213.40
set port_list {{1/10 1/13}}
set vport_name_list {{Card1-10 Card1-13}}
set guard_rail statistics
set ixnHLT(path_list) {{//vport:<1> //vport:<2>}}
set _result_ [::ixia::connect \
-reset 1 \
-device $chassis \
-port_list $port_list \
-ixnetwork_tcl_server localhost \
-tcl_server $tcl_server \
-guard_rail $guard_rail \
-return_detailed_handles 0 \
]
II.

Connect to chassis

For adding the Ixia ports in the network topology we should make a connection to
the Ixia chassis where all the ixia ports are held. This connection is possible by
setting the IP address of Ixia chassis.
#Connect to chassis
set chassisIP {10.64.213.40}
# Log in user
set recCode [ixConnectToChassis $chassisIP]
if {$retCode != $::TCL_OK} {
ixPuts "it is successfully connected\n"
Also we can check whether added links are in our ownership or not. For this I ran a
command which will tell us if the links are up or down, which means that if links are up then
we could get the ownership and we can continue testing:
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#check links status-------#ixCheckLinkState $Plist
if {[ixCheckLinkState Plist]} {
return $::TCL_ERROR
}
III.

Create the traffic

In this stage a traffic must be created based on which traffic items is desired to be set in this
network system. For this case, the best and fastest way was to use IxNetwork ScriptGen
option. To use ScriptGen, first traffic must be set manually via Ixnetwork GUI by pressing
“Add L2-3 traffic item” and then choosing the items. This traffic is based on MPLS protocol
[33] [35] between layer 2 and 3.
By running this traffic a script will be generated for traffic items and configuration.
As I mention, I used a high level Tcl console “HLT-init” to run my Tcl script.
In the appendix you can find the commands generated by ScriptGen for traffic item.

IV.

Run traffic

Now we have everything ready to run the traffic and monitoring it.
Codes below was written for this purpose:

$::ixnHLT_log "Running Traffic..."
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_control \
-action run \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-type l23 \
]
if {[keylget r status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $r
}
V.

Connnect to calient

In fact, the main part of testing and investigation is starting from this section. These
experiments were carried out to find out how is the packet loss and packet loss duration
metrics performance and they had to be measured during the time that traffic was running
between ports, therefore, from this part we were responsible to make a tool which can follow
the process below:
1) Connect to Caliet switch where it is possible to control the connection between
routers.
2) Connect/add links between routers.
3) Save the result of packet loss and packet loss duration in a csv file.
4) Disconnect/delete the links.
5) Save the result of packet loss and packet loss duration in a csv file.
Thus, in this part I used the same script I created for the POS part:

set chan [socket 10.64.213.9 3083]
fconfigure $chan -buffering line
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puts $chan "act-user::EINadmin:::ein***;"
gets $chan
VI.

Add links/break links/csv

This action must be done consecutively in the regular time intervals to check how the
network can recovers its services after each disconnection. Therefore, I put a wait time
between each connection and disconnection. Also, in order to check the performance of the
data packet regaining, the script is able to save the result of packet loss and packet loss
duration after each connection and disconnection. For this reason, I repeated connection and
disconnection for twenty times with a 10 seconds wait between each of them which means
that in every run time we could check our desired metrics for 20 times:

# stats for:
# packet_config_buffers handles
after [expr 1*1000]

//wait

#Connecting to Calient switch
set chan [socket 10.64.213.9 3083]
fconfigure $chan -buffering line
puts $chan "act-user::EINadmin:::ein***;"
gets $chan
#let traffic runs for 10 sec
after 10000
#1----First CSV Comannds below will collect the flow statistics result that
contain packet loss and packet loss duration and will save it in a CSV format
file:
$::ixnHLT_log "First stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R1 \

]
#With commands below I could save the some information of saved result in a
text file.
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R1/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format $systemTime –format
% H:%M:%S]\nboth links are up!\!"
close $fp

#after 10000
puts $chan "DLT-CRS:::::,Elnaz,SP420-1_1-9_SP420-4_1-9;"
gets $chan
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#Collect result exactly after breaking the link
#2----Second CSV
$::ixnHLT_log "2nd stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R2 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R2/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format $systemTime -format
%H:%M:%S]\nAfter 10 seconds link between ports1/9_1/9 of routers is
deleted\!"
close $fp
#Let traffinc runs for 10 seconds with broken links btw ports 9-9
after 10000
#3----Third CSV
$::ixnHLT_log "3rd stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R3 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R3/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format $systemTime -format
%H:%M:%S]\nresults of traffic After 20 seconds that one link is down \!"
close $fp
Above procedure was repeated 17 times more in order to have a better analysis on this test.
At the end, we ran the command below to stop the traffic:

# Stop the traffic
$::ixnHLT_log "Stopping Traffic..."
set r [::ixia::traffic_control \
-action stop \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-type l23 ]
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➢ For logging to switch, link connections and disconnections I created socket to send
the appropriate command to Calient as below:

#Logging to Calient
set chan [socket 10.64.213.9 3083]
fconfigure $chan -buffering line
puts $chan "act-user::EINadmin:::ein***;"
gets $chan
#Connection link between ports 9 of routers:
puts $chan "ENT-CRS::2.2.8,2.4.4:::Elnaz,2WAY,SP420-1_1-9_SP420-4_1-9;"
gets $chan
#Connecting link between ports 10 of routers:
puts $chan "ENT-CRS::2.3.1,2.4.5:::Elnaz,2WAY,SP420-1_1-10_SP420-4_110;"
gets $chan
#Disconnecting link between ports 9 of routers:
puts $chan "DLT-CRS:::::,Elnaz,SP420-1_1-9_SP420-4_1-9;"
gets $chan
#Disconnecting link between ports 10 of routers:
puts $chan "DLT-CRS:::::,Elnaz,SP420-1_1-10_SP420-4_1-10;"
gets $chan

➢ Save the result of test:

set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
statistics
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
“Directory” \
]

#Get the statistic
#show the mode of
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
Previous sections have shown that, for completing test automation it is necessary to
investigate a manual test from different approaches. In fact, the purpose is to develop test
methods both in case of quality and quantity which lead to provide reliable products and
services. Moreover, it doesn’t worth to redo automation because of carelessness in the initial
steps. Therefore, automation can be successful if correct metrics be selected, an appropriate
automation framework be created and test bed allows us to follow our created test
automation plan. Even though, automation is talking about software and programming but
what has a significant role is the API of a test platform where we can communicate with
DUT by creating and applying proper script.
The method that is provided in this project, confirmed that it can be an effective way to
improve automation techniques in network technology. Also, it has been found that,
automation techniques could increase the accuracy of the result to a high extent.
As mentioned earlier, we designed a new technique for automating IP network tests and we
started by investigating the automation and network sciences. Therefore, we could divide the
result section in to two parts. To simplify we can say that we created a novel method to use
IT technology within network and telecommunication in order to minimize the dependence
on manpower.
Result are explained as below:
4.1) Test automation for IP network metrics in Ixia platform
As described in the methodology section, a script was created based on the new hybrid
framework which could analyze our network traffic automatically. This implies that it is
possible to do test automation in provided testbed for network analyzing. The result of the
automated test could confirm that, automatic method is an effective way to raise the speed of
test and saving time significantly and improve the reliability of test. The results thus obtained
are compatible with the manual test result while it is able to run all the steps with no risk of
error.
Time that is consumed by the new method to analyze these test cases is less than 10 minutes.
This test can be run several times per day without need of human efforts. One of the major
advantages of this automated method is that we are able to, breaking and adding links to
measure the considered metrics and save the results even every 1 second which is almost
impossible manually.
As mentioned earlier, results of an automatic test are more authentic and analysis of this
project also indicate that accuracy of the result is higher as we are completely sure about the
commands that are sending to the test server in an exact particular period of time which is
required.
4.2) Packet loss
Packet loss is one of the metrics that we tested with our new automated method when links
between routers change to down and up mode intentionally. The overall measurement results
are summarized in Table below:
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Name of csv files contains packet
loss

Packet Loss%

R1

Run1
T1
0.001

Run2
T2
0

Run3
T3
0

Run4
T4
0

Run5
T5
0

Run6
T6
0

R2

0.001

0

0

0

0

0

R3

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

R4

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0

0.001

R5

22.877 17.383 22.479 22.297 18.475 22.657

R6

42.318 39.996 45.802 42.839 37.078 43.097

R7

43.097 42.614 45.802 42.839 37.078 43.097

R8

47.155

52.89

56.667 51.433 41.373

45.72

R9

37.98

48.831 54.971 42.836 34.053

38.08

R10

37.98

48.831 51.529 42.836 34.053

38.08

R11

32.68

41.303 44.555

R12

28.679 36.601 39.243 31.319 26.299 27.843

R13

25.55

R14

23.037 29.271

R15

20.605 26.828 28.407 22.126 18.959 20.374

R16

18.638 24.762

R17

17.264 22.991 24.226 18.594 16.285 16.775

R18

16.079 21.457 22.565 17.336 14.822 15.413

R19

14.855 20.115 21.118 16.238 13.928 14.436

R20

11.278 15.177 15.835 12.214 10.507 10.964

35.68

29.678 32.627

32.861 35.063 27.314 23.137 24.811
31.09

26.15

24.216

21.03

22.375

20.049 17.521 18.108

Table 1:Packet loss amount (%)
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Overly, we repeated our test for six times and as we talked before, in each test we measured
packet loss every 10 seconds for 20 times.
4.3) Packet loss duration
Another metric we talked about, is the duration of loss or service disruption. This metric also
was measured with the same test method and saved in the same CSV file as packet loss:
Name of csv files
contains Packet Loss
Duration

Packet Loss Duration (ms)

R1

Run1
T1
0.089

Run2
T2
0.014

Run3
T3
0.014

Run4
T4
0.014

Run5
T5
0.014

Run6
T6
0.014

R2

0.089

0.014

0.014

0.014

0.014

0.014

R3

0.131

0.193

0.124

0.2

0.138

0.213

R4

0.131

0.124

0.124

0.2

0.007

0.213

R5

6787.423 5535.283 6268.574 6204.432 6249.324 6307.398

R6

16787.42 17535.28 18268.58 16204.44 16249.32

16307.4

R7

16787.42 19535.29 18268.58 16204.44 16249.32

16307.4

R8

23421.66 29535.28 28268.58 25627.35 23096.73 22786.44

R9

23421.82 32151.73 32919.54 25627.33 23096.71 22786.37

R10

23421.82 32151.73 32919.65 25627.33 23096.71 22786.37

R11

23421.65 32151.58 32919.54 25627.44 23096.76 22786.37

R12

23421.8

R13

23421.71 32151.59 32919.54

R14

23421.65 32151.74 32919.54 25627.33 23096.71 22786.36

R15

23421.65 32151.58 32919.55 25627.32 23096.77 22786.37

R16

23421.87 32151.58 32919.73 25627.32 23096.72 22786.43

R17

23421.73 32151.64 32919.53 25627.47 23096.71 22786.49

32151.58 32919.69 25627.33 23096.72 22786.37
25627.4

23096.77 22786.48
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R18

23421.66 32151.59 32919.55 25627.31 23096.72 22786.36

R19

23421.7

R20

23421.65 32151.59 32919.54 25627.41 23096.71 22786.43

32151.58 32919.62 25627.32 23096.79 22786.36

Table 2:Packet loss duration (s)
Commands that was used to collect the result of packet loss and packet loss duration, also is
able to save more information and result of other metrics of the configured traffic flow which
are not issue in this project. Unfortunately in Ixia test platform we were not able to separate
results of packet loss and packet loss duration from other metrics of traffic flow while this is
possible manually.

And comparing the time for manual and automatic process shows that how beneficial we can
save the time:

Type Of Test Method

Manual Test Method

Spent Manpower Time
Minimum 10 minutes for each time that we
test packet loss and packet loss duration.
(This test is performed at least 6 times per
day)
Maximum 10 seconds to run the script.

Automatic Test Method

Table 3
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Results showed clearly how test automation can be a useful way to save time, save energy
and increase correctness and validity.
5.1) Result analysis
a. Effect of automated method on time consuming
Based on the result and duration of the test when is running automatically, we could see that
we can save a large amount of time compare to manual method. In general, the time that is
consumed with created method is approximately 6 minutes while we don’t need to spend our
time for it. It just takes about 15 seconds to run the script and after some minutes we have
the result file ready. Therefore, for repeating this test we won’t put too much time and
energy again and again.
b. Packet loss analysis
As we wanted to assess packet loss several times in order to check the variation of the results
based on the network situation, we measured it every 10 seconds. As you can see in the
table1 there is not a big difference between R3/R4, R6/R7 and R9/10 results. This is because
results of R4, R7 and R10 were taken directly after previous ones to see how much it takes
that we see the effect of deleting and adding a link. As we found, when one link is deleted or
added for first time, it takes almost 30 seconds that packets drop or be recovered.
Looking at the result of loss measurement shows that by having both links up we have no
packet loss in the network and data transmission is working perfectly. By breaking one of the
links we realized that about 15% of the data packets start to drop after approximately 25
seconds and this amount will be raised to almost40 % by deleting both links.
c. Packet loss duration
Results of the packet loss duration show that duration increases when packet loss increasing
and vise versa.
As it is shown in both tables we ran our test in six different points of time T1, T2, T3, T4, T5
and T6 which confirm that the functionality of same network can differ at the various point
of time.

5.2) Discussion
This paper is a modest contribution to the ongoing discussions about test automation. In fact,
it was the main purpose of the paper to draw attention to apply automation in order to test IP
network metrics. Particular attention is paid to packet loss and packet loss duration. Our
paper presents a successful and an innovative way of automation within network technology.
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5.3) Validation threats
As you can see, we prepared a validation table which confirms that with created method, we
could collect correct and more accurate result from the test in a very shorter time. In fact, we
tried to run these test, both manually and automatically at the same time and we saw that
results are matching. On the other hand, we tried to decrease time intervals to every 1 second
for testing and we could see this is impossible with manual method while with automated
one it is conceivable with accurate results.
Based on the graph that is shown below, for every 6 measurements that we did within one
test, we had to invest manpower time about 60 times more which is an impressive amount.

Figure 4: Result comparison
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1) Answer to the research questions:
1. Which IP network metrics are more suitable to be tested automatically?
There are several metrics in network and routing systems that are considerable and effective
on the overall performance. In this project based on the literature review, interviewing
experts and purposes of the company we decided to continuo with pa packet loss and packet
loss duration as their manual tests should be repeated several times, they are really time
consuming, need much manpower and also wearisome.
1. Which IP network metrics are more profitable to be tested automatically?
Based on the theory perusal we had, for this project we found that packet loss and packet
loss duration are more important to be measured automatically. This is because these two
metrics are the basis of a network which should be tested several times per day.
2. How to automate manual testing techniques of packet loss and packet loss duration
in the Ixia environment?
Ixia platform is an appropriate test bed that provided automation feature. In general there is
programming possibility with TCL and Perl languages in order to create new tools inside
Ixia. Ixia let users to use whether test composer or a separate interface to write script. Also
there is possibility to use ScriptGen to create a script of the manual traffic automatically and
develop it based on what we consider to be automated.
3. How much finer time resolution can we get through test automation of packet loss
and packet loss duration?
One of the greatest advantages that we got from the automatic method was that we could test
and save the result of packet loss and packet loss duration even every half second. This
means that from now it is possible to track the performance of a network in a very short time
interval which helps us to trust the results much more than before. Also this capability leads
to have high accurate outcomes.
4. How many man hours per day can be saved through test automation of packet loss
and packet loss duration in the Ixia platform?
Based on the result we got from automated test method and the comparison with the result of
manual methods, we observed that we can save minimum one hour per day by running
automatic tests.
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6.2) Future work:
Even though we could finish this automation successfully but further study of the issue is
still required. During this project we faced on some limitations and obstacles that didn’t let
us to continue and work on more issues. Time limitation and lack of permission are two
important things which push us to plan for future work. The next stage of our research will
be:
➢ Measuring required test metrics and saving results separate from other traffic flow
metrics.
➢ Developing the code to be able to change the number of test repetition and duration
of measurement.
➢ Automation the process of test automation for this specific test method. This means
that we create a function which can automate all the measurement process
automatically. This future work can be a big step toward automation. By creating
such method we don’t need to put time for automating a test case method.
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APPENDIX I
Questionaire:

Rank metrics below based on their importance and the number of times you perform
manual test on them per day? (it can be between 1 to 10)

1. Scalability:
How a network can accept and adapt to new growth such as new network
components, applications and users.
In border gateway protocol/MPLS solution, scalability means if a network is
capable to increase its services to any number of VPNs as well as sites by
using more routers and transport capacity whereas there be no need to
have a new designed network or any device reconfiguration.

2. Stability:
It means how many failures application exhibits; whether that is manifested
as unexpected or unintended behavior, users receiving errors, or a
catastrophic failure that brings a system down. The fewer failures that are
observed the more stable an application is.
Ericsson definition: ensure that the control plane and data plane is stable
while the operator is issuing common commands from the CLI, e.g. to
add/delete services, troubleshoot the network etc.

3. Integration:
Integrated telecommunications act as a system which transmit data packets
point to point or point to multipoint by applying multiple formats and
merging the mobile and stationary telecoms system.
Check whether a network is able to provide different services at the same
time. This means that compute, storage, networking, applications and all the
surrounding systems must be capable of frictionless coordination.
Ericsson definition: verifying all node configurations matches the design, and
all control plane and data plane behavior is as expected during a stable
network state.

4. Resilience
Distributed systems only functions if the interconnect are reliable. This
means the network must be fault-tolerant and resilient. System must be
able to handle a specific amount of internal failures and recover the
network, which can be factor of reliable systems. Resiliency is frequently
coupled with reliability in articles.
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In computer networking resilience is the ability to provide and maintain an
acceptable level of service in the face of faults and challenges to normal
operation.
Moreover, Resiliency is the ability of a server, network, storage system, or
an entire data center, to recover quickly and continue operating even when
there has been an equipment failure, power outage or other disruption.
Ericsson definition: verifying that the network can converge in a sub-second
timeframe after various types of failures events. E.g. link-break, node power-off,
node restart.

5. Availability
An available network refers to the number of recourse availability in the
wake of components failure per year.

6. Agility
A network that is capable to do performance control and configuration of
itself automatically, based on several features for various numbers of
devices.
7. Packet loss
When data packets fail to get to the destination we call it packet loss which
is normally caused by network congestion.
Impacts of packet loss are as follows:
In data, causes errors.
In videoconference environments produces jitter.
In pure audio communications, such as VoIP, cause both jitter and frequent
gaps in received speech.
In the worst cases, packet loss can cause severe mutilation of received data,
broken-up images, unintelligible speech or even the complete absence of a
received signal.

8. Packet loss duration
Packet loss duration specifies that how much is the Service disruption time.

9. Packet delay
Delay as an important characteristic in the networks shows how long it takes
for a bit of data to travel across the network from one node or endpoint to
another.

10. Packet disordering
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Packets arrive to the destination out of order or with a different order of
they were sent which means that if a packet was sent earlier will be
delivered later or vice versa. This anomaly that happens in a network is also
called as out of order packet or packet reordering.
Many factors can cause such problem in a network such as packet striping,
retransmission, diffServ scheduling and route fluttering.

11. Duplicate packet
Packet duplication means that in each transferring process data packets are
received two times to the destination nodes. Packet duplication is a
behavior which happens in a network frequently.

12. Latency
Latency in network defines how much time it takes for a packet of data to get
from one designated point to another as well as the required time for
returning data packet to its sender.
There are different types of latency in a network such as Internet latency,
WAN latency, audio latency, operational latency, mechanical latency,
computer and operating system latency.

13. Bandwidth
Bandwidth is the amount of information that can be transmitted over
a network in a specific time.

14. Throughput
This metric refers to the rate of successful message delivery over a
transaction and communication channel. This delivery may be over a
physical or logical link or it can pass through a certain network node.

15. Security
It means to protect the network components and the data whether in a
network or the data transmitted between networks. Security has a significant
role in the current huge networks which is considerable for the
telecommunication service providers. Security and resiliency go hand-inhand from an architectural perspective.

16. speed
It defines the data rate or how fast data is transmitted between network end
points.
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APPENDIX II
Codes generated by IxNetwork for traffic configuration:
# Configure traffic for all configuration element
# -- Traffic item //traffic/trafficItem:<1>
$::ixnHLT_log {Configuring traffic for traffic item: //traffic/trafficItem:<1>}
set ti_srcs(EndpointSet-1) [list ::ixNet::OBJ-/vport:1/protocols]
set ti_dsts(EndpointSet-1) [list ::ixNet::OBJ-/vport:2/protocols]
set _result_ [::ixia::traffic_config \
-mode create \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-endpointset_count 1 \
-emulation_src_handle [list [list $ti_srcs(EndpointSet-1)]] \
-emulation_dst_handle [list [list $ti_dsts(EndpointSet-1)]] \
-emulation_multicast_dst_handle [list [list]] \
-emulation_multicast_dst_handle_type [list [list]] \
-global_dest_mac_retry_count 1 \
-global_dest_mac_retry_delay 5 \
-enable_data_integrity 1 \
-global_enable_dest_mac_retry 1 \
-global_enable_min_frame_size 0 \
-global_enable_staggered_transmit 0 \
-global_enable_stream_ordering 0 \
-global_stream_control continuous \
-global_stream_control_iterations 1 \
-global_large_error_threshhold 2 \
-global_enable_mac_change_on_fly 0 \
-global_max_traffic_generation_queries 500 \
-global_mpls_label_learning_timeout 30 \
-global_refresh_learned_info_before_apply 0 \
-global_use_tx_rx_sync 1 \
-global_wait_time 1 \
-global_display_mpls_current_label_value 0 \
-global_frame_ordering none \
-frame_sequencing disable \
-frame_sequencing_mode rx_threshold \
-src_dest_mesh one_to_one \
-route_mesh one_to_one \
-bidirectional 0 \
-allow_self_destined 0 \
-enable_dynamic_mpls_labels 0 \
-hosts_per_net 1 \
-name TrafficItem1 \
-source_filter all \
-destination_filter all \
-tag_filter [list [list]] \
-merge_destinations 1 \
-circuit_endpoint_type ipv4 \
-pending_operations_timeout 30 \
]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
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}
# -- Config Element //traffic/trafficItem:<1>/configElement:<1>
set current_config_elements [keylget _result_ traffic_item]
foreach current_config_element $current_config_elements {
set stack_handle_pointer($current_config_element) [lindex [keylget _result_
$current_config_element.headers] 0]
}
set current_config_element [lindex $current_config_elements 0]
$::ixnHLT_log
{Configuring
options
for
config
elem:
//traffic/trafficItem:<1>/configElement:<1>}
# -- Options
set _result_ [::ixia::traffic_config \
-mode create \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-emulation_src_handle [list [list $ti_srcs(EndpointSet-1)]] \
-emulation_dst_handle [list [list $ti_dsts(EndpointSet-1)]] \
-stream_id $current_config_element \
-preamble_size_mode auto \
-preamble_custom_size 8 \
-data_pattern {} \
-data_pattern_mode incr_byte \
-enforce_min_gap 0 \
-rate_percent 10 \
-frame_rate_distribution_port apply_to_all \
-frame_rate_distribution_stream split_evenly \
-frame_size_min 77 \
-frame_size_max 8000 \
-frame_size_step 1 \
-length_mode increment \
-tx_mode advanced \
-transmit_mode continuous \
-pkts_per_burst 1 \
-tx_delay 0 \
-tx_delay_unit bytes \
-number_of_packets_per_stream 1 \
-loop_count 1 \
-min_gap_bytes 12 \
]
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APPENDIX III
# IxNetwork version: 7.40.929.28
# time of scriptgen: 5/2/2016, 14:23
package require IxTclNetwork
package require IxTclHal
package require csv
package require struct::matrix
package require Ixia; # ixia hlt package
# ixNet connect localhost -version 7.40
#SETTING UP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------set userName eelnekr
set chassisIP {10.64.213.40}
set card 1
set TxPort 10
set RxPort 13
set TxPortMAC {00 00 2B CE D1 58}
set RxPortMAC {00 00 3F 78 C0 3D}
set txIP {10.1.1.1}
set rxIP {10.2.2.1}
#Connect to chassis---------------------------------------------------------ixPuts "*****tIxia Tcl Sample Script*****\n"
# Log in user
ixLogin $userName
ixPuts "*****User logged in as: $userName*****"
set recCode [ixConnectToChassis $chassisIP]
if {$retCode != $::TCL_OK} {
ixPuts "it is successfully connected\n"
#return $retCode
}
# Display version information------------------------------------------------ixPuts "IxTclHAL Version :[version cget -ixTclHALVersion]"
ixPuts "Product version :[version cget -productVersion]"
ixPuts "Installed version :[version cget -installVersion]\n"
#Getting chassis ID and setting portlis as below:----------------set ChssID [ixGetChassisID $chassisIP]
ixPuts "Card number is: $card \n "
set Plist [list [list $ChssID $card 10] [list $ChssID $card 13]]
ixPuts "list below shows chassisID, Cardnr and portnr :"
ixPuts $Plist\n
#connect to calient
#login to Calient
set chan [socket 10.64.213.9 3083]
fconfigure $chan -buffering line
puts $chan "act-user::EINadmin:::ein***;"
gets $chan
ixPuts "***LOGED IN TO CALIENT***"
#Add connection-------------------------------------------------------------------puts $chan "ENT-CRS::2.2.8,2.4.4:::Elnaz,2WAY,SP420-1_1-9_SP420-4_1-9;"
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gets $chan
after 20000
#puts $chan "DLT-CRS:::::,Elnaz,SP420-1_1-9_SP420-4_1-9;"
gets $chan
#puts "ports 3 AND 4 ARE connected......\n"
after 30000
puts $chan "ENT-CRS::2.3.1,2.4.5:::Elnaz,2WAY,SP420-1_1-10_SP420-4_1-10;"
gets $chan
#puts $chan "DLT-CRS:::::,Elnaz,SP420-1_1-10_SP420-4_1-10;"
gets $chan
# Take ownership of the ports
#if [ixTakeOwnership $port_list] {
#return $::TCL_ERROR
#}
#check links status-------#ixCheckLinkState $Plist
if {[ixCheckLinkState Plist]} {
return $::TCL_ERROR
}
#finish----------------------------package require Ixia;
#ixia hlt package
# ixNet connect localhost -version 7.40
# if not already defined, define logging and errorhandler
# callbacks
if {![info exists ::ixnHLT_log]} {
proc ::my_ixnhlt_logger {s} {
puts $s; flush stderr; update; update idletasks
}
set ::ixnHLT_log ::my_ixnhlt_logger
}
if {![info exists ::ixnHLT_errorHandler]} {
proc ::my_ixnhlt_errorhandler {module status} {
set msg "FAIL - $module - [keylget status log]"
$::ixnHLT_log $msg
return -code error $msg
}
set ::ixnHLT_errorHandler ::my_ixnhlt_errorhandler
}
proc ixnHLT_connectedPathList {ixnHLT_N} {
upvar $ixnHLT_N ixnHLT
set path_list [ixnHLT_vportPathList ixnHLT "connected"]
# consider the topology connected
# if at least one of the vports for the topology is connected
set connected_vpaths $path_list
foreach {t v} [ixnHLT_collectTopologyVports ixnHLT] {
foreach v_item $v {
if {[lsearch $connected_vpaths $v_item] != -1} {
if {[lsearch $path_list $t] == -1} {lappend path_list $t}
}
}
}
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return $path_list

}
proc ixnHLT_vportPathList {ixnHLT_N {type all}} {
upvar $ixnHLT_N ixnHLT
set path_list {}
set source_data {}
if {[info exists ixnHLT(path_list)]} { set source_data $ixnHLT(path_list) }
foreach path_elem_0 $source_data {
foreach path_elem_1 $path_elem_0 {
if {$type == "all"} {
lappend path_list $path_elem_1
} elseif {$type == "connected"} {
if {![info exists ixnHLT(unconnected_path_list)]} {
lappend path_list $path_elem_1
} elseif {[info exists ixnHLT(unconnected_path_list)] && [lsearch
$ixnHLT(unconnected_path_list) $path_elem_1] == -1} {
lappend path_list $path_elem_1
}
}
}
}
return $path_list
}
proc ixnHLT_collectTopologyVports {ixnHLT_N} {
upvar $ixnHLT_N ixnHLT
# clear out exists topology-vports.* elements
array set rval {}
set r [ixNet getRoot]
set failed [catch {
set t_list [ixNet getList $r topology]
}]
if {$failed} {
# no topology present in this configuration
return {}
}
foreach t $t_list {
# convert to ixnet style path from internal format path
# - remove the ::ixNet::OBJ- cruft
# - convert :NN indexes to :<NN> indexes
# - use leading double slash instead of single slash
# eg .. convert ::ixNet::OBJ-/topology:1 to //topology:<1>
set p_list [ixNet getList $t port]
foreach p $p_list {
set a [ixNet getAttribute $p -vport]
set aa //[join [lrange [split $a "/"] 1 end] "/"]
set tt //[join [lrange [split $t "/"] 1 end] "/"]
set tt [regsub -all {:([0-9]+)} $tt {:<\1>}]
set aa [regsub -all {:([0-9]+)} $aa {:<\1>}]
lappend rval($tt) $aa
}
}
array get rval
}
proc ixnHLT_endpointMatch {ixnHLT_N ixnpattern_list {handle_type
"HANDLE"}} {
upvar $ixnHLT_N ixnHLT
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set traffic_ep_ignore_list {
{^::ixNet::OBJ-/vport:\d+/protocols/mld/host:\d+$}
{^::ixNet::OBJ/vport:\d+/protocolStack/ethernet:[^/]+/ipEndpoint:[^/]+/range:[^/]+/ptpRangeOverIp:
1$}
}
set rval [list]
foreach {cpat} $ixnpattern_list {
set pat $cpat
if {[string range $pat 0 0] != "^"} { set pat "^$pat" }
if {[string range $pat end end] != "$"} { set pat "$pat\$" }
foreach {n} [lsort -dictionary [array names ixnHLT "$handle_type,*"]] {
# note there could be stuff after the path so use 1, not end
set ixn_path
[lindex [split $n ","] 1]
set parent_ixn_path [join [lrange [split $ixn_path /] 0 end-1] /]
if {[info exists ixnHLT($handle_type,$parent_ixn_path)] && [llength
$rval] > 0} {
set rval_list $rval
if {[llength $rval] == 1} {
set rval_list [list $rval]
}
set parent_ixn_index_list [lsearch -regexp -all $rval_list \
"^[set ixnHLT($handle_type,$parent_ixn_path)]\$"]
} else {
set parent_ixn_index_list ""
}
if {[llength $parent_ixn_index_list] == 0 && \
[regexp $pat $ixn_path] && [string length $ixnHLT($n)] > 0 \
}{
if {![regexp $traffic_ep_ignore_list $ixnHLT($n)]} {
lappend rval $ixnHLT($n)
}
}
}
}
return $rval
}
# ---------------------------------------------------------------# Configuration procedure
#
proc ixnHLT_Configure {ixnHLTVarName} {
upvar 1 $ixnHLTVarName ixnHLT
# //vport
$::ixnHLT_log interface_config://vport:<1>...
set _result_ [::ixia::interface_config \
-mode config \
-port_handle $ixnHLT(PORT-HANDLE,//vport:<1>) \
-transmit_clock_source external \
-transmit_mode advanced \
-port_rx_mode capture_and_measure \
-internal_ppm_adjust 0 \
-enable_flow_control 1 \
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-flow_control_directed_addr 0180.c200.0001 \
-tx_gap_control_mode average \
-enable_data_center_shared_stats 0 \
-additional_fcoe_stat_2 fcoe_invalid_frames \
-ignore_link 0 \
-data_integrity 1 \
-additional_fcoe_stat_1 fcoe_invalid_delimiter \
-intf_mode ethernet \
-speed ether100 \
-duplex full \
-autonegotiation 1 \
-auto_detect_instrumentation_type floating \
-phy_mode fiber \
-arp_refresh_interval 60 \

]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}

\

catch {
set ixnHLT(HANDLE,//vport:<1>) [keylget _result_ interface_handle]
lappend ixnHLT(VPORT-CONFIG-HANDLES,//vport:<1>,interface_config)
$ixnHLT(HANDLE,//vport:<1>)
}
$::ixnHLT_log {COMPLETED: interface_config}
# //vport
$::ixnHLT_log interface_config://vport:<2>...
set _result_ [::ixia::interface_config \
-mode config \
-port_handle $ixnHLT(PORT-HANDLE,//vport:<2>) \
-transmit_clock_source external \
-transmit_mode advanced \
-port_rx_mode capture_and_measure \
-internal_ppm_adjust 0 \
-enable_flow_control 1 \
-flow_control_directed_addr 0180.c200.0001 \
-tx_gap_control_mode average \
-enable_data_center_shared_stats 0 \
-additional_fcoe_stat_2 fcoe_invalid_frames \
-ignore_link 0 \
-data_integrity 1 \
-additional_fcoe_stat_1 fcoe_invalid_delimiter \
-intf_mode ethernet \
-speed ether100 \
-duplex full \
-autonegotiation 1 \
-auto_detect_instrumentation_type floating \
-phy_mode fiber \
-arp_refresh_interval 60 \
]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
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}

\

catch {
set ixnHLT(HANDLE,//vport:<2>) [keylget _result_ interface_handle]
lappend ixnHLT(VPORT-CONFIG-HANDLES,//vport:<2>,interface_config)
$ixnHLT(HANDLE,//vport:<2>)
}
$::ixnHLT_log {COMPLETED: interface_config}
# //vport/interface
$::ixnHLT_log interface_config://vport:<1>/interface:<1>...
set _result_ [::ixia::interface_config \
-mode modify \
-port_handle $ixnHLT(PORT-HANDLE,//vport:<1>) \
-gateway 10.1.1.2 \
-intf_ip_addr 10.1.1.1 \
-netmask 255.255.255.252 \
-check_opposite_ip_version 0 \
-src_mac_addr 0000.2bce.d158 \
-arp_on_linkup 1 \
-ns_on_linkup 1 \
-single_arp_per_gateway 1 \
-single_ns_per_gateway 1 \
-mtu 1500 \
-vlan 0 \
-l23_config_type protocol_interface \
]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}

catch {
set
ixnHLT(HANDLE,//vport:<1>/interface:<1>)
[keylget
_result_
interface_handle]
lappend ixnHLT(VPORT-CONFIG-HANDLES,//vport:<1>,interface_config)
\
$ixnHLT(HANDLE,//vport:<1>/interface:<1>)
}
$::ixnHLT_log {COMPLETED: interface_config}
# //vport/interface
$::ixnHLT_log interface_config://vport:<2>/interface:<1>...
set _result_ [::ixia::interface_config \
-mode modify \
-port_handle $ixnHLT(PORT-HANDLE,//vport:<2>) \
-gateway 10.2.2.2 \
-intf_ip_addr 10.2.2.1 \
-netmask 255.255.255.252 \
-check_opposite_ip_version 0 \
-src_mac_addr 0000.3f78.c03d \
-arp_on_linkup 1 \
-ns_on_linkup 1 \
-single_arp_per_gateway 1 \
-single_ns_per_gateway 1 \
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-mtu 1500 \
-vlan 0 \
-l23_config_type protocol_interface \

]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}
catch {
set
ixnHLT(HANDLE,//vport:<2>/interface:<1>)
[keylget
_result_
interface_handle]
lappend ixnHLT(VPORT-CONFIG-HANDLES,//vport:<2>,interface_config)
\
$ixnHLT(HANDLE,//vport:<2>/interface:<1>)
}
$::ixnHLT_log {COMPLETED: interface_config}
# //vport/l1Config/rxFilters/filterPalette
$::ixnHLT_log uds_config://vport:<1>/l1Config/rxFilters/filterPalette...
set _result_ [::ixia::uds_config \
-port_handle $ixnHLT(PORT-HANDLE,//vport:<1>) \
-uds1 1 \
-uds1_SA any \
-uds1_DA any \
-uds1_error errAnyFrame \
-uds1_framesize any \
-uds1_framesize_from 0 \
-uds1_framesize_to 0 \
-uds1_pattern any \
-uds2 1 \
-uds2_SA any \
-uds2_DA any \
-uds2_error errAnyFrame \
-uds2_framesize any \
-uds2_framesize_from 0 \
-uds2_framesize_to 0 \
-uds2_pattern any \
-uds3 1 \
-uds3_SA any \
-uds3_DA any \
-uds3_error errAnyFrame \
-uds3_framesize any \
-uds3_framesize_from 0 \
-uds3_framesize_to 0 \
-uds3_pattern any \
-uds4 1 \
-uds4_SA any \
-uds4_DA any \
-uds4_error errAnyFrame \
-uds4_framesize any \
-uds4_framesize_from 0 \
-uds4_framesize_to 0 \
-uds4_pattern any \
-uds5 1 \
-uds5_SA any \
-uds5_DA any \
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-uds5_error errAnyFrame \
-uds5_framesize any \
-uds5_framesize_from 0 \
-uds5_framesize_to 0 \
-uds5_pattern any \
-uds6 1 \
-uds6_SA any \
-uds6_DA any \
-uds6_error errAnyFrame \
-uds6_framesize any \
-uds6_framesize_from 0 \
-uds6_framesize_to 0 \
-uds6_pattern any \

]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}
$::ixnHLT_log {COMPLETED: uds_config}
# //vport/capture/filterPallette
$::ixnHLT_log packet_config_filter://vport:<1>/capture/filterPallette...
set _result_ [::ixia::packet_config_filter \
-port_handle $ixnHLT(PORT-HANDLE,//vport:<1>) \
-pattern_offset_type1 startOfFrame \
-pattern_offset_type2 startOfFrame \
-DA1 {00 00 00 00 00 00} \
-DA2 {00 00 00 00 00 00} \
-DA_mask1 {00 00 00 00 00 00} \
-DA_mask2 {00 00 00 00 00 00} \
-pattern1 00 \
-pattern2 00 \
-pattern_mask1 00 \
-pattern_mask2 00 \
-pattern_offset1 0 \
-pattern_offset2 0 \
-SA1 {00 00 00 00 00 00} \
-SA2 {00 00 00 00 00 00} \
-SA_mask1 {00 00 00 00 00 00} \
-SA_mask2 {00 00 00 00 00 00} \
]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}
$::ixnHLT_log {COMPLETED: packet_config_filter}
# //vport/l1Config/rxFilters/filterPalette
$::ixnHLT_log uds_config://vport:<2>/l1Config/rxFilters/filterPalette...
set _result_ [::ixia::uds_config \
-port_handle $ixnHLT(PORT-HANDLE,//vport:<2>) \
-uds1 1 \
-uds1_SA any \
-uds1_DA any \
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-uds1_error errAnyFrame \
-uds1_framesize any \
-uds1_framesize_from 0 \
-uds1_framesize_to 0 \
-uds1_pattern any \
-uds2 1 \
-uds2_SA any \
-uds2_DA any \
-uds2_error errAnyFrame \
-uds2_framesize any \
-uds2_framesize_from 0 \
-uds2_framesize_to 0 \
-uds2_pattern any \
-uds3 1 \
-uds3_SA any \
-uds3_DA any \
-uds3_error errAnyFrame \
-uds3_framesize any \
-uds3_framesize_from 0 \
-uds3_framesize_to 0 \
-uds3_pattern any \
-uds4 1 \
-uds4_SA any \
-uds4_DA any \
-uds4_error errAnyFrame \
-uds4_framesize any \
-uds4_framesize_from 0 \
-uds4_framesize_to 0 \
-uds4_pattern any \
-uds5 1 \
-uds5_SA any \
-uds5_DA any \
-uds5_error errAnyFrame \
-uds5_framesize any \
-uds5_framesize_from 0 \
-uds5_framesize_to 0 \
-uds5_pattern any \
-uds6 1 \
-uds6_SA any \
-uds6_DA any \
-uds6_error errAnyFrame \
-uds6_framesize any \
-uds6_framesize_from 0 \
-uds6_framesize_to 0 \
-uds6_pattern any \

]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}
$::ixnHLT_log {COMPLETED: uds_config}
# //vport/l1Config/rxFilters/filterPalette
$::ixnHLT_log
uds_filter_pallette_config://vport:<1>/l1Config/rxFilters/filterPalette...
set _result_ [::ixia::uds_filter_pallette_config \
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-port_handle $ixnHLT(PORT-HANDLE,//vport:<1>) \
-DA1 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-DA2 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-DA_mask1 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-DA_mask2 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-pattern1 00 \
-pattern2 00 \
-pattern_mask1 00 \
-pattern_mask2 00 \
-pattern_offset1 20 \
-pattern_offset2 20 \
-SA1 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-SA2 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-SA_mask1 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-SA_mask2 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-pattern_offset_type1 startOfFrame \
-pattern_offset_type2 startOfFrame \

]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}

$::ixnHLT_log {COMPLETED: uds_filter_pallette_config}
# //vport/l1Config/rxFilters/filterPalette
$::ixnHLT_log
uds_filter_pallette_config://vport:<2>/l1Config/rxFilters/filterPalette...
set _result_ [::ixia::uds_filter_pallette_config \
-port_handle $ixnHLT(PORT-HANDLE,//vport:<2>) \
-DA1 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-DA2 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-DA_mask1 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-DA_mask2 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-pattern1 00 \
-pattern2 00 \
-pattern_mask1 00 \
-pattern_mask2 00 \
-pattern_offset1 20 \
-pattern_offset2 20 \
-SA1 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-SA2 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-SA_mask1 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-SA_mask2 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-pattern_offset_type1 startOfFrame \
-pattern_offset_type2 startOfFrame \
]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}
$::ixnHLT_log {COMPLETED: uds_filter_pallette_config}
# //vport/capture
$::ixnHLT_log packet_config_buffers://vport:<1>/capture...
set _result_ [::ixia::packet_config_buffers \
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-port_handle $ixnHLT(PORT-HANDLE,//vport:<1>) \
-data_plane_capture_enable 1 \
-control_plane_capture_enable 1 \
-slice_size 0 \
-trigger_position 1 \
-capture_mode trigger \
-after_trigger_filter filter \
-before_trigger_filter none \
-continuous_filter filter \
-control_plane_filter_pcap {} \
-control_plane_trigger_pcap {} \

]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}

foreach _handle_ [keylget _result_ port_handle] {
set ixnHLT(HANDLE,//vport:<1>/capture) $_handle_
lappend
ixnHLT(VPORT-CONFIGHANDLES,//vport:<1>,packet_config_buffers) \
$ixnHLT(HANDLE,//vport:<1>/capture)
}
$::ixnHLT_log {COMPLETED: packet_config_buffers}
# //vport/capture
$::ixnHLT_log packet_config_buffers://vport:<2>/capture...
set _result_ [::ixia::packet_config_buffers \
-port_handle $ixnHLT(PORT-HANDLE,//vport:<2>) \
-data_plane_capture_enable 1 \
-control_plane_capture_enable 1 \
-slice_size 0 \
-trigger_position 1 \
-capture_mode trigger \
-after_trigger_filter filter \
-before_trigger_filter none \
-continuous_filter filter \
-control_plane_filter_pcap {} \
-control_plane_trigger_pcap {} \
]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}
foreach _handle_ [keylget _result_ port_handle] {
set ixnHLT(HANDLE,//vport:<2>/capture) $_handle_
lappend
ixnHLT(VPORT-CONFIGHANDLES,//vport:<2>,packet_config_buffers) \
$ixnHLT(HANDLE,//vport:<2>/capture)
}
$::ixnHLT_log {COMPLETED: packet_config_buffers}
# //vport/capture/trigger
$::ixnHLT_log packet_config_triggers://vport:<1>/capture/trigger...
set _result_ [::ixia::packet_config_triggers \
-port_handle $ixnHLT(PORT-HANDLE,//vport:<1>) \
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]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}
$::ixnHLT_log {COMPLETED: packet_config_triggers}
# //vport/capture/filterPallette
$::ixnHLT_log packet_config_filter://vport:<2>/capture/filterPallette...
set _result_ [::ixia::packet_config_filter \
-port_handle $ixnHLT(PORT-HANDLE,//vport:<2>) \
-pattern_offset_type1 startOfFrame \
-pattern_offset_type2 startOfFrame \
-DA1 {00 00 00 00 00 00} \
-DA2 {00 00 00 00 00 00} \
-DA_mask1 {00 00 00 00 00 00} \
-DA_mask2 {00 00 00 00 00 00} \
-pattern1 00 \
-pattern2 00 \
-pattern_mask1 00 \
-pattern_mask2 00 \
-pattern_offset1 0 \
-pattern_offset2 0 \
-SA1 {00 00 00 00 00 00} \
-SA2 {00 00 00 00 00 00} \
-SA_mask1 {00 00 00 00 00 00} \
-SA_mask2 {00 00 00 00 00 00} \
]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}
$::ixnHLT_log {COMPLETED: packet_config_filter}
# //vport/capture/trigger
$::ixnHLT_log packet_config_triggers://vport:<2>/capture/trigger...
set _result_ [::ixia::packet_config_triggers \
-port_handle $ixnHLT(PORT-HANDLE,//vport:<2>) \
]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}
$::ixnHLT_log {COMPLETED: packet_config_triggers}
}

return 0

proc ixnHLT_RunTest {ixnHLTVarName} {
upvar 1 $ixnHLTVarName ixnHLT
# #######################
# start phase of the test
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# #######################
$::ixnHLT_log {Waiting 5 seconds before starting protocol(s) ...}
after 5000
$::ixnHLT_log {Starting all protocol(s) ...}
set r [::ixia::test_control -action start_all_protocols]
if {[keylget r status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $r
}
#@ MARKER: hlapi_framework:HLApiStatsConfig
#
# Reset traffic
#
$::ixnHLT_log {Resetting traffic...}
set _result_ [::ixia::traffic_control \
-action reset \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-cpdp_convergence_enable 1 \
-l1_rate_stats_enable 1 \
-delay_variation_enable 0\
-packet_loss_duration_enable 1 \
-instantaneous_stats_enable 1 \
]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}
set port_handles_for_traffic_stats {}
#
# Collect port_handles_for_traffic_stats
#
foreach {t v} [array get ixnHLT PORT-HANDLE,*] {
lappend port_handles_for_traffic_stats $v
}
set port_handles_for_traffic_stats [lsort -unique $port_handles_for_traffic_stats]
#
# Configure traffic for all configuration elements
#
# -- Traffic item //traffic/trafficItem:<1>
$::ixnHLT_log {Configuring traffic for traffic item: //traffic/trafficItem:<1>}
set ti_srcs(EndpointSet-1) [list ::ixNet::OBJ-/vport:1/protocols]
set ti_dsts(EndpointSet-1) [list ::ixNet::OBJ-/vport:2/protocols]
set _result_ [::ixia::traffic_config \
-mode create \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-endpointset_count 1 \
-emulation_src_handle [list [list $ti_srcs(EndpointSet-1)]] \
-emulation_dst_handle [list [list $ti_dsts(EndpointSet-1)]] \
-emulation_multicast_dst_handle [list [list]] \
-emulation_multicast_dst_handle_type [list [list]] \
-global_dest_mac_retry_count 1 \
-global_dest_mac_retry_delay 5 \
-enable_data_integrity 1 \
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-global_enable_dest_mac_retry 1 \
-global_enable_min_frame_size 0 \
-global_enable_staggered_transmit 0 \
-global_enable_stream_ordering 0 \
-global_stream_control continuous \
-global_stream_control_iterations 1 \
-global_large_error_threshhold 2 \
-global_enable_mac_change_on_fly 0 \
-global_max_traffic_generation_queries 500 \
-global_mpls_label_learning_timeout 30 \
-global_refresh_learned_info_before_apply 0 \
-global_use_tx_rx_sync 1 \
-global_wait_time 1 \
-global_display_mpls_current_label_value 0 \
-global_frame_ordering none \
-frame_sequencing disable \
-frame_sequencing_mode rx_threshold \
-src_dest_mesh one_to_one \
-route_mesh one_to_one \
-bidirectional 0 \
-allow_self_destined 0 \
-enable_dynamic_mpls_labels 0 \
-hosts_per_net 1 \
-name TrafficItem1 \
-source_filter all \
-destination_filter all \
-tag_filter [list [list]] \
-merge_destinations 1 \
-circuit_endpoint_type ipv4 \
-pending_operations_timeout 30 \

]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}

# -- Config Element //traffic/trafficItem:<1>/configElement:<1>
set current_config_elements [keylget _result_ traffic_item]
foreach current_config_element $current_config_elements {
set stack_handle_pointer($current_config_element) [lindex [keylget _result_
$current_config_element.headers] 0]
}
set current_config_element [lindex $current_config_elements 0]
$::ixnHLT_log
{Configuring
options
for
config
elem:
//traffic/trafficItem:<1>/configElement:<1>}
# -- Options
set _result_ [::ixia::traffic_config \
-mode create \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-emulation_src_handle [list [list $ti_srcs(EndpointSet-1)]] \
-emulation_dst_handle [list [list $ti_dsts(EndpointSet-1)]] \
-stream_id $current_config_element \
-preamble_size_mode auto \
-preamble_custom_size 8 \
-data_pattern {} \
-data_pattern_mode incr_byte \
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-enforce_min_gap 0 \
-rate_percent 10 \
-frame_rate_distribution_port apply_to_all \
-frame_rate_distribution_stream split_evenly \
-frame_size_min 77 \
-frame_size_max 8000 \
-frame_size_step 1 \
-length_mode increment \
-tx_mode advanced \
-transmit_mode continuous \
-pkts_per_burst 1 \
-tx_delay 0 \
-tx_delay_unit bytes \
-number_of_packets_per_stream 1 \
-loop_count 1 \
-min_gap_bytes 12 \

]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}
# -- Endpoint set EndpointSet-1
$::ixnHLT_log
{Configuring
traffic
for
config
elem:
//traffic/trafficItem:<1>/configElement:<1>}
$::ixnHLT_log {Configuring traffic for endpoint set: EndpointSet-1}
set _result_ [::ixia::traffic_config \
-mode create \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-emulation_src_handle [list [list $ti_srcs(EndpointSet-1)]] \
-emulation_dst_handle [list [list $ti_dsts(EndpointSet-1)]] \
-stream_id $stack_handle_pointer($current_config_element) \
-l2_encap ethernet_ii \
-mac_dst_mode fixed \
-mac_dst_tracking 1 \
-mac_dst 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
-mac_src_mode fixed \
-mac_src_tracking 1 \
-mac_src 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}
set last_header_result $_result_
set current_config_elements [keylget _result_ traffic_item]
foreach current_config_element $current_config_elements {
set stack_handle_pointer($current_config_element) [lindex [keylget _result_
$current_config_element.headers] 1]
}
set current_config_element [lindex $current_config_elements 0]
set _result_ [::ixia::traffic_config \
-mode modify \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-stream_id $stack_handle_pointer($current_config_element) \
-l3_protocol ipv4 \
-qos_type_ixn dscp \
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-qos_value_ixn dscp_default \
-ip_dscp_mode fixed \
-ip_dscp 0 \
-ip_dscp_tracking 0 \
-ip_cu_mode fixed \
-ip_cu 0 \
-ip_cu_tracking 0 \
-ip_id_mode fixed \
-ip_id 0 \
-ip_id_tracking 0 \
-ip_reserved_mode fixed \
-ip_reserved 0 \
-ip_reserved_tracking 0 \
-ip_fragment_mode fixed \
-ip_fragment 1 \
-ip_fragment_tracking 0 \
-ip_fragment_last_mode fixed \
-ip_fragment_last 1 \
-ip_fragment_last_tracking 0 \
-ip_fragment_offset_mode fixed \
-ip_fragment_offset 0 \
-ip_fragment_offset_tracking 0 \
-ip_ttl_mode fixed \
-ip_ttl 64 \
-ip_ttl_tracking 0 \
-ip_src_mode fixed \
-ip_src_addr 0.0.0.0 \
-ip_src_tracking 0 \
-ip_dst_mode fixed \
-ip_dst_addr 0.0.0.0 \
-ip_dst_tracking 0 \
-track_by {ethernetIiSourceaddress0 sourceDestEndpointPair0 flowGroup0
ethernetIiEtherType0
trackingenabled0
ethernetIiPfcQueue0
ethernetIiDestinationaddress0} \
-egress_tracking none \
]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}
set last_header_result $_result_
# -- Post Options
$::ixnHLT_log
{Configuring
post
options
for
config
elem:
//traffic/trafficItem:<1>/configElement:<1>}
set _result_ [::ixia::traffic_config \
-mode modify \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-stream_id $current_config_element \
-transmit_distribution {ethernetIiDestinationaddress0 srcDestEndpointPair0
ethernetIiEtherType0 ethernetIiPfcQueue0 ethernetIiSourceaddress0} \
]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}
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#
# Start traffic configured earlier
#
$::ixnHLT_log "Running Traffic..."
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_control \
-action run \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-type l23 \
]
if {[keylget r status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $r
}

# ################################
# protocol stats phase of the test
# ################################
# stats for:
# packet_config_buffers handles
after [expr 1*1000]
#

set chan [socket 10.64.213.9 3083]
fconfigure $chan -buffering line
puts $chan "act-user::EINadmin:::ein***;"
gets $chan

#let traffic runs for 10 sec
after 10000
#1----First CSV
$::ixnHLT_log "First stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R1 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R1/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nboth links are up!\!"
close $fp

#after 10000
puts $chan "DLT-CRS:::::,Elnaz,SP420-1_1-

9_SP420-4_1-9;"
gets $chan
#Collect result exactly after breaking the link
#2----Second CSV
$::ixnHLT_log "2nd stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
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]

-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R2 \

set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R2/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nAfter 10 seconds link between ports1/9_1/9 of
routers is deleted\!"
close $fp
#Let traffinc runs for 10 seconds with broken links btw ports 9-9
after 10000
#3----Third CSV
$::ixnHLT_log "3rd stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R3 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R3/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nresults of traffic After 20 seconds that one link is
down \!"
close $fp
#break link bet ports 10 of routers
#4----Fourth CSV
10_SP420-4_1-10;"

puts

$chan

"DLT-CRS:::::,Elnaz,SP420-1_1-

gets $chan
$::ixnHLT_log "4th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R4 \
]

set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R4/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nlink between ports1/10_1/10 of router became
deleted!;\!"
close $fp
#Let traffinc runs for 10 seconds with broken links btw routers
after 10000
#5----Fifth CSV
$::ixnHLT_log "5th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
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]

-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R5 \

set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R5/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nresults of traffic when both links are deleted\!"
close $fp
#check again after 10 seconds
after 10000
#6----sixth CSV
$::ixnHLT_log "6th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R6 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R6/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nboth links are deleted 20\!"
close $fp
#set stats_info [ixia::traffic_control \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork \
-action clear_stats \
]
#reconnection between ports 9 of routers after 10 seconds
#after 10000
puts
$chan
CRS::2.2.8,2.4.4:::Elnaz,2WAY,SP420-1_1-9_SP420-4_1-9;"
gets $chan

"ENT-

#7----seventh CSV

$::ixnHLT_log "7th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R7 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R7/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nlink between ports 1/9-1/9 is added\!"
close $fp
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#check metrics one more time after 10 seconds that one link is connected
after 10000
#8----eighth CSV
$::ixnHLT_log "8th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R8 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R8/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nlink between ports 1/9-1/9 was added 10 seconds
ago\!"
close $fp
#check metrics one more time after 20 seconds that one link is connected
after 10000
#9----ninth CSV
$::ixnHLT_log "9th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R9 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R9/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nlink between ports 1/9-1/9 was added 20 seconds
ago\!"
close $fp
#reconnect ports 10 of routers

puts
$chan
CRS::2.3.1,2.4.5:::Elnaz,2WAY,SP420-1_1-10_SP420-4_1-10;"
gets $chan
#10----tenth CSV

"ENT-

$::ixnHLT_log "10th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R10 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R10/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nlink between ports 1/10-1/10 is added\!"
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close $fp
#11----eleventh CSV

after 10000

$::ixnHLT_log "11th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R11 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R11/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nboth links are added\nseconds link was added 20
seconds ago!"
close $fp
#12----twelfth CSV

after 10000

$::ixnHLT_log "12th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R12 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R12/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nboth links are added\nseconds link was added 30
seconds ago!"
close $fp
#13----13th CSV
after 10000
$::ixnHLT_log "13th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R13 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R13/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nboth links are added\nseconds link was added 40
seconds ago!"
close $fp
after 10000
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#14----14th CSV
$::ixnHLT_log "14th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R14 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R14/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nboth links are added\nseconds link was added 50
seconds ago!"
close $fp
after 10000
#15----15th CSV
$::ixnHLT_log "15th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R15 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R15/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nboth links are added\nseconds link was added 60
seconds ago!"
close $fp
after 10000
#16----16th CSV
$::ixnHLT_log "16th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R16 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R16/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nboth links are added\nseconds link was added 70
seconds ago!"
close $fp
after 10000
#17----17th CSV
$::ixnHLT_log "17th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R17 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
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set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R17/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nboth links are added\nseconds link was added 80
seconds ago!"
close $fp
after 10000
#18----18th CSV

$::ixnHLT_log "18th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R18 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R18/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nboth links are added\nseconds link was added 90
seconds ago!"
close $fp
after 10000
#19----last CSV
$::ixnHLT_log "19th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R19 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R19/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nboth links are added\nseconds link was added
100 seconds ago!"
close $fp
after 50000
#19----last CSV
$::ixnHLT_log "20th stat saved in CSV location....\n"
set flow_traffic_status [::ixia::traffic_stats \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-mode
flow \
-return_method
csv \
-csv_path
H:/NewCSV/R20 \
]
set systemTime [clock seconds]
set fp [open "H:/NewCSV/R20/info.txt" w+]
puts $fp "The time is: [clock format
$systemTime -format %H:%M:%S]\nboth links are added\nseconds link was added
150 seconds ago!"
close $fp
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# ######################
# stop phase of the test
# ######################
#
# Stop traffic started earlier
#
$::ixnHLT_log "Stopping Traffic..."
set r [::ixia::traffic_control \
-action stop \
-traffic_generator ixnetwork_540 \
-type l23 ]
if {[keylget r status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $r
}

# ###############################
# traffic stats phase of the test
# ###############################
after 10000

}

#
# print stats for all ports that are involved w/
# ixnHLT(TRAFFIC-ENDPOINT-HANDLES)
#
$::ixnHLT_log "Traffic done"

catch {unset ixnHLT}; array set ixnHLT {}
# ---------------------------------------------------------------# chassis, card, port configuration
#
# port_list needs to match up with path_list below
#
$::ixnHLT_log "TEST CODES*****"
set chassis {10.64.213.40}
set tcl_server 10.64.213.40
set port_list {{1/10 1/13}}
set vport_name_list {{Card1-10 Card1-13}}
set guard_rail statistics
#
# this should match up w/ your port_list above
#
set ixnHLT(path_list) {{//vport:<1> //vport:<2>}}
#
#
set _result_ [::ixia::connect \
-reset 1 \
-device $chassis \
-port_list $port_list \
-ixnetwork_tcl_server localhost \
-tcl_server $tcl_server \
-guard_rail $guard_rail \
-return_detailed_handles 0 \
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]
# Check status
if {[keylget _result_ status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $_result_
}
foreach {port_list_elem} $port_list
\
{name_list_elem} $vport_name_list \
{path_list_elem} $ixnHLT(path_list) \
{chassis_elem} $chassis {
set ch_vport_list [list]
foreach {port} $port_list_elem {path} $path_list_elem {
if {[catch {keylget _result_ port_handle.$chassis_elem.$port} _port_handle]}

{

}

}

error "connection status: $_result_: $_port_handle"
}
set ixnHLT(PORT-HANDLE,$path) $_port_handle
lappend ch_vport_list $_port_handle

set vpinfo_rval [::ixia::vport_info \
-mode set_info
\
-port_list $ch_vport_list
\
-port_name_list $name_list_elem \
]
if {[keylget vpinfo_rval status] != $::SUCCESS} {
$::ixnHLT_errorHandler [info script] $vpinfo_rval
}

#
if {[llength [info commands obj_config_placeholder]]==0} {
proc obj_config_placeholder {args} {}
}
# ---------------------------------------------------------------ixnHLT_Configure ixnHLT
ixnHLT_RunTest ixnHLT
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